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Summary
2 years with JavaScript
2 years with HTML and CSS
1 year with React
1 year with Python

Techical Skills
Languages: JavaScript, HTML, CSS, Python, MySQL
Technologies: React, JSON, REST API, SaSS, Bootstrap, Express, MongoDB, GitHub
Software Tools: VS Code, Sketch, Figma, Insomnia
Platforms: macOS, Windows

Projects
Screening
Screening is a site similar to IMDB but instead of being a reference site, it's more about helping you find
movies or tv shows. The main goal is to provide you information while keeping on the site as long as
possible. The site uses The Movie Database API and a later version will have user accounts from a MongoDB
database.
Technologies used: React, CSS, Express, MongoDB, TMDB API

Media Consumption
Media Consumption is a site that shows what I've been watching and reading. A user can see my review of
the television shows, movies, and books that I recently have consumed. The reviews are in star form and in a
small written review.
Technologies used: React, CSS, TMDB API, Open Library API, GitHub

Harvard Art Museum Explorer
The Harvard Art Museum Explorer is a React app that displays images, videos, and audio from the museum's
collection. Users can browse almost 3700 images from Harvard's records. The app also has videos on certain
topics as well as audio descriptions of special pieces.
Technologies used: React, JavaScript, CSS, Material IU, REST API, GitHub

NASA Navigator
NASA Navigator is a collection of the NASA API features. Astronomy Picture of the Day allows users to see the
current days picture and select any day going back to 1995. The site also shows the temperature on Mars
over the course of a week. Finally, the user is able to view every photo taken by the three Mars rovers
Curiosity, Opportunity, and Spirit.
Technologies used: React, JavaScript, CSS, Material IU, NASA API, GitHub

Professional Experience
Route Sales Repersentative
Frito Lay
As a Route Sales Representative for Frito Lay, my responsibilities include:
Deliver to, order for, and service between 20 and 40 stores per week.
Safely maximizing sales and minimizing waste
Merchandising case from the backroom to the sales floor, filling display units, or
shelves with product.
Responsible for the safe operation of a D.O.T. certified vehicle.
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